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Chapter 3. Authorship

Pages 172-76. Replace Section E with the following:

E. Government Works
On its face, subsection (1) of the “works made for hire” definition makes
governments the authors of works created by their employees within the scope of their
employment. However, §105 (a) of the Act contains an express exclusion:
§105. Subject matter of copyright: United States Government works
Copyright protection under this title is not available for any work of the United States
Government, but the United States Government is not precluded from receiving and
holding copyrights transferred to it by assignment, bequest, or otherwise.

Section 101 defines a “work of the United States Government” as “work[s] prepared
by an officer or employee of the United States government as part of that person’s official
duties.” The legislative history makes clear that Congress intended courts to use a work
made for hire type of analysis in this context. See H.R. Rep. No. 94-1476, 94th Cong., 2d
Sess. 59 (1976), reprinted in 1976 U.S.C.C.A.N. 5659, 5672.
The rule codified in §105 has a long history and is based on several justifications.
The legislative history indicates Congress was concerned that the public should not be
required to pay twice - first to create the work and second to obtain it at a higher price
than otherwise, given its copyright. Id. Congress also expressed a concern that copyright
could be used as a tool for censorship if U.S. government works were subject to copyright
protection. Id. (explaining that with U.S. government works in the public domain “as far
as the copyright law is concerned, the Government [can]not restrain the employee or
official from disseminating the work if he or she chooses to do so.”)
There are, however, several types of government documents that §105(a) does not
address. First, the Act does not directly address the copyright status of works prepared by
non-governmental entities pursuant to a contract with the federal government. The
legislative history explains that omission:
The bill deliberately avoids making any sort of outright, unqualified prohibition
against copyright in works prepared under Government contract or grant. There may
well be cases where it would be in the public interest to deny copyright in the writings
generated by Government research contracts and the like; it can be assumed that, where
a Government agency commissions a work for its own use merely as an alternative to
having one of its own employees prepare the work, the right to secure a private copyright
would be withheld. However, there are almost certainly many other cases where the
denial of copyright protection would be unfair or would hamper the production and
publication of important works. Where, under the particular circumstances, Congress or
the agency involved finds that the need to have a work freely available outweighs the
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need of the private author to secure copyright, the problem can be dealt with by specific
legislation, agency regulations, or contractual restrictions.

Id.
Second, §105(a) does not apply to works created by employees or officials of state,
local, or foreign governments. However, a longstanding judicial doctrine holds that laws,
including both statutory laws and judicial decisions, are not eligible for copyright
protection. Recall from Chapter 1.B that in 1834, in litigation between two Supreme Court
reporters over the reproduction of annotated volumes of the Court’s opinion, the Court
observed, “[N]o reporter has or can have any copyright in the written opinions delivered
by this Court.” Wheaton v. Peters, 33 U.S. (8 Pet.) 591, 668 (1834). This judicial
exclusion applies to all laws created by any government body. In fact, the U.S. Copyright
Office will not register any “government edict that has been issued by any state, local, or
territorial government, including legislative enactments, judicial decisions,
administrative rulings, public ordinances, or similar types of official legal materials.”
Compendium (Third) §313.6(C)(2).
The exclusion of government edicts from copyright eligibility has recently been the
subject of litigation. Code Revision Comm’n v. Public.Resource.Org, Inc., 906 F.3d 1229
(11th Cir. 2018), aff’d, 140 S. Ct. 1498 (2020), concerned the copyrightability of
annotations to Georgia’s statutory code drafted by Lexis pursuant to an express
agreement with the state of Georgia. Georgia’s Code Revision Committee oversaw and
reviewed the drafting of the annotations and their final form. Also, each year the
Commission presented the completed annotated code for adoption by the legislature.
In addressing the copyrightability of the annotations, the Eleventh Circuit had
focused on the question of authorship:
To navigate the ambiguities surrounding how to characterize this work, we resort to
first principles. Because our ultimate inquiry is whether a work is authored by the People,
meaning whether it represents an articulation of the sovereign will, our analysis is guided
by a consideration of those characteristics that are the hallmarks of law. In particular, we
rely on the identity of the public officials who created the work, the authoritativeness of
the work, and the process by which the work was created. These are critical markers.
Where all three point in the direction that a work was made in the exercise of sovereign
power -- which is to say where the official who created the work is entrusted with
delegated sovereign authority, where the work carries authoritative weight, and where
the work was created through the procedural channels in which sovereign power
ordinarily flows -- it follows that the work would be attributable to the constructive
authorship of the People, and therefore uncopyrightable. . . .
[W]e conclude that the People are the ultimate authors of the annotations. As a work
of the People the annotations are inherently public domain material and therefore
uncopyrightable.

Id. at 1232–33.
The Supreme Court agreed with the Eleventh Circuit’s conclusion that the
annotations were uncopyrightable, but adopted a different reasoning. See Georgia v.
Public.Resource.Org, Inc., 140 S. Ct. 1498 (2020). Invoking the government edicts
doctrine, the majority opined that the Court’s 19th century precedents established a
2
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“straightforward” rule that judges cannot be considered authors of works they produce in
the course of their official duties. Id. at 1507. Applying the doctrine to Georgia’s
annotations, it reasoned:
[J]ust as the [government edicts] doctrine applies to “whatever work [judges] perform
in their capacity as judges,” it applies to whatever work legislators perform in their
capacity as legislators. That of course includes final legislation, but it also includes
explanatory and procedural materials legislators create in the discharge of their
legislative duties. In the same way that judges cannot be the authors of their headnotes
and syllabi, legislators cannot be the authors of (for example) their floor statements,
committee reports, and proposed bills. These materials are part of the “whole work done
by [legislators],” so they must be “free for publication to all.” Under our precedents,
therefore, copyright does not vest in works that are (1) created by judges and legislators
(2) in the course of their judicial and legislative duties.”

Id. at 1508.
In holding that the government edicts doctrine extends to legislators, the Supreme
Court reoriented the doctrine to include all materials that could be viewed as expressions
of the legislative function whether or not the materials constitute authoritative statements
of law. The majority reasoned that:
Although the annotations are not enacted into law through bicameralism and
presentment, the Commission’s preparation of the annotations is under Georgia law an
act of “legislative authority,” Harrison Co., 244 Ga. at 330, 260 S.E.2d at 34, and the
annotations provide commentary and resources that the legislature has deemed relevant
to understanding its laws. Georgia and Justice Ginsburg emphasize that the annotations
do not purport to provide authoritative explanations of the law and largely summarize
other materials, such as judicial decisions and law review articles. But that does not take
them outside the exercise of legislative duty by the Commission and legislature. Just as
we have held that the “statement of the case and the syllabus or head note” prepared by
judges fall within the “work they perform in their capacity as judges,” Banks, 128 U.S. at
253, 9 S. Ct. 36, so too annotations published by legislators alongside the statutory text
fall within the work legislators perform in their capacity as legislators.

Id.at 1509.
Laws sometimes are drafted by private organizations; examples include model
statutes created by the Uniform Law Commission (ULC) and the American Law Institute
(ALI). Additionally, other organizations work to create a wide variety of standards for
industry use. Such written standards may resolve technical problems, ensure
compatibility across products, or be designed to promote public safety. Sometimes those
standards are expressly referenced by legislative enactment or government regulations.
Do those privately drafted documents have copyright protection even after they have been
adopted as a component of a law?
In Veeck v. Southern Building Code Congress Int’l (SBCCI), 293 F.3d 791 (5th Cir.
2002) (en banc), cert. denied, 539 U.S. 969 (2003), the Fifth Circuit held that when a
state adopts a privately drafted code as law, such law is not copyrightable. Citing Wheaton
v. Peters, 33 U.S. (Pet.) 591 (1834), Banks v. Manchester, 128 U.S. 244 (1888), and their
progeny, the Veeck court held those cases represent “a continuous understanding that ‘the
law,’ whether articulated in judicial opinions or legislative acts or ordinances, is in the
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public domain and thus not amenable to copyright.” Veeck, 293 F.3d at 796. The court
also held that the enacted codes were facts, ineligible for copyright protection: “The codes
are … the unique, unalterable expression of the ‘idea’ that constitutes local law.… It should
be obvious that for copyright purposes, laws are ‘facts’: the U.S. Constitution is a fact; the
Federal Tax Code and its regulations are facts; the Texas Uniform Commercial Code is a
fact.…” Id. at 801-02.
NOTES AND QUESTIONS
1. Do you agree with the majority’s reasoning extending the government edicts
doctrine to legislatures? What about the extension to all works created by judges and
legislatures in their official capacities regardless of whether they have legal force? In
defence of its decision, the majority emphasized the importance of equal access to the
same quality of legal information:
If everything short of statutes and opinions were copyrightable, then States would be
free to offer a whole range of premium legal works for those who can afford the extra
benefit. A State could monetize its entire suite of legislative history. With today’s digital
tools, States might even launch a subscription or pay-per-law service. . . . [C]itizens,
attorneys, nonprofits, and private research companies would have to cease all copying,
distribution, and display of those works or risk severe and potentially criminal penalties.
§§ 501–506. Some affected parties might be willing to roll the dice with a potential fair
use defense. But that defense, designed to accommodate First Amendment concerns, is
notoriously fact sensitive and often cannot be resolved without a trial. Cf. Harper & Row,
Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enterprises, 471 U.S. 539, 552, 560–561, 105 S. Ct. 2218, 85
L.Ed.2d 588 (1985). The less bold among us would have to think twice before using
official legal works that illuminate the law we are all presumed to know and understand.”
Id. at 1512-1513.

What do you make of these concerns?
2. When should the government employ contractual provisions, regulations, or other
means to require that the author of a commissioned work either dedicate it to the public
domain or waive some rights under copyright? See, e.g., 2 CFR § 2900.13 (Department of
Labor regulation requiring intellectual property developed under a competitive federal
award process be licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution license; see page 757,
infra, for a description of Creative Commons licenses).
3. Georgia v. Public.Resource.Org, Inc., 140 S. Ct. 1498 (2020) involved a website,
PublicResources.org, that seeks to make the law more accessible by posting freely
available copies of statutes and regulations. Such a free database affects the value of
commercial databases like Lexis and Westlaw. Should the interests of commercial
providers be factored into a court’s analysis in determining whether certain works of the
legislative branch are “laws”? Note that the agreement between Georgia and Lexis
expressly permitted Lexis to assert a copyright in the annotation, but this fact did not
sway the Eleventh Circuit or the Supreme Court.
If you represented a company that develops commercial databases, what advice
would you give the next time a state wants to retain your client to create a database
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consisting of annotated statutes, regulations and ordinances? Revisit this question after
you have covered Chapters 12 and 15.
4. What are the implications of Veeck and Public Resource.Org for proposed uniform
laws and accompanying reporters’ notes drafted by the ULC and ALI? For example, ULC
and ALI jointly promulgate the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC), which includes both
proposed legislative text and comments by the relevant drafting committee. Some states
adopt only the text as law; some also adopt the comments as law. Do the ULC and the ALI
have a copyright in anything? If not, would that result undermine the incentive to create
model uniform laws?
5. In 2019, Congress amended § 105 of the Copyright Act to allow civilian faculty
members of “covered” federal institutions to assert copyright in their literary works
“produced . . . in the course of employment . . . for publication by a scholarly press or
journal.” The new subsection (c) lists the covered institutions: (A) National Defense
University; (B) United States Military Academy; (C) Army War College; (D) United States
Army Command and General Staff College; (E) United States Naval Academy; (F) Naval
War College; (G) Naval Post Graduate School; (H) Marine Corps University; (I) United
States Air Force Academy; (J) Air University; (K) Defense Language Institute; (L) United
States Coast Guard Academy. All the covered institutions are military educational
establishments. What might justify this amendment to §105? Had you been a member of
Congress when this amendment was introduced, would you have voted in favor? Why or
why not?
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Chapter 5. The Reproduction Right and
the
Right
to
Prepare
Derivative Works
A. Reproduction
1. The Exact Copy
Page 253. Add the following immediately after the Notes and Questions:
c. Diving Deeper: Non-Fungible Tokens
As more copyrighted works have been distributed online, questions have arisen
about how to identify and control distribution of authorized copies. Sellers of works
marketed digitally – art, autographed photos, videos, music, baseball cards, tattoo
designs, to name a few – have begun using non-fungible tokens (NFTs) ostensibly to
signify to the buyer that what they are purchasing is the original version of the work. The
token itself is a unique digital asset whose authenticity is certified on a blockchain (i.e.
non-hackable, digital) ledger. Sellers argue that buyers of a work to which an NFT is
“linked” can be confident that what they purchase is the original article. But can they?
The NFT itself contains, inter alia, a code that identifies the work. That code is
generated by an encryption algorithm. Anyone using the same algorithm with the same
data will generate the same code. Thus,
[w]hatever the ‘original’ copy of a digital work . . . might be, the NFT doesn’t help identify
it, because the NFT does not identify a particular copy at all. All it does is tell you whether
any particular copy of [the work] contains the same data as the file from which the
[identifying code] was originally generated. In other words, the NFT tells you whether
you have a copy. It does not tell you whether you have the copy.

Kal Rastiala & Christopher Jon Sprigman, The One Redeeming Quality of NFTs Might
Not Even Exist, SLATE, Apr. 14, 2021, available at https://bit.ly/3hkIHHQ.
Why do you think NFTs are so trendy if they are incapable of actually performing
the function of identifying the “original”? Note also that copyright owners are not the
only actors who can attach NFTs to copies of their works; some instances have involved
collectors who attached NFTs prior to resale. Under such circumstances, what interest
does the NFT appear to protect?
Some argue, however, that future applications of NFT technology will allow
copyright owners very efficiently to track online distribution of content to identify
infringement:
. . . The key is using blockchain to track digital copies. No one was ever legally allowed to
reproduce digital copies of songs without a license, but when did that ever stop bustling
online exchanges from disseminating pirated music? The digital versions of the songs
were identical and virtually untraceable. But now, if someone buys a song attached to an
NFT, there is a digital marker identifying that audio file. NFTs may actually mark the
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new era in online content; an era where we eventually see every digital copy tagged with
a serial number to trace and prosecute counterfeiting.

Ryan W. McBride & Silas K. Alexander, Non-Fungible Tokens Force a Copyright
Reckoning, IP WATCHDOG, Apr. 22, 2021, available at https://www.ipwatchdog.com/
2021/04/22/non-fungible-tokens-force-a-copyright-reckoning/id=132435/. What do you think
of this possibility? Remember that purchasers of content distributed using an NFT
generally do not obtain the exclusive rights of the copyright owner. So, while they may be
allowed to display and resell the NFT, they generally can’t copy the underlying work
without a license or another defense. Would you support use of NFTs as copyright
tracking mechanisms? Why, or why not?
2. The “De Minimis” Copy
Page 257. In the Notes and Questions, insert new Note 5:
5. The de minimis use doctrine has recently been applied to disputes involving
copyrighted tattoos displayed in video games. In Solid Oak Sketches, LLC v. 2K Games,
Inc. 449 F. Supp. 3d 333 (S.D.N.Y. 2020), the court granted the defendants’ motion for
summary judgment of noninfringement after finding that depictions of NBA players’
tattoos in the defendants’ video games were de minimis uses of the tattoos. The court
described the tattoos inked on popular players LeBron James, Eric Bledsoe, and Kenyon
Martin as follows:
The Tattoos only appear on the players upon whom they are inked, which is just three out of
over 400 available players. . . . [The] average game play is unlikely to include the players with
the Tattoos and . . . even when such players are included, the display of the Tattoos is small
and indistinct, appearing as rapidly moving visual features of rapidly moving figures in
groups of player figures. Furthermore, the Tattoos are not featured on any of the game’s
marketing materials.
When the Tattoos do appear during gameplay (because one of the Players has been
selected), the Tattoos cannot be identified or observed. The Tattoos are significantly reduced
in size: they are a mere 4.4% to 10.96% of the size that they appear in real life. The video clips
proffered by Defendants show that the Tattoos ‘‘are not displayed [in NBA 2K] with sufficient
detail for the average lay observer to identify even the subject matter of the [Tattoos], much
less the style used in creating them.’’ Sandoval [v. New Line Cinema Corp.], 147 F.3d at 218.
The videos demonstrate that the Tattoos appear out of focus and are observable only as
undefined dark shading on the Players’ arms. Further, the Players’ quick and erratic
movements up and down the basketball court make it difficult to discern even the undefined
dark shading.

Id. at 345. Do you agree that this constitutes de minimis use? Compare Catherine Alexander
v. Take Two Interactive, 489 F. Supp. 3d 812, 823 (S.D. Ill. 2020) (holding that creator of
video games that copied and displayed tattoos inked on WWE wrestler Randy Orton could not
rely on the de minimis use defense because “[t]he defense has been successfully invoked to
allow copying of a small and usually insignificant portion of the copyrighted works, not the
wholesale copying of works in their entirety as occurred here”). What other defenses might 2K
Games, as NBA licensees, assert?
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3. The Substantially Similar Copy
Page 264. In the Notes and Questions, add a new Note 3 and re-number
existing Notes 3-6 as 4-7:
3. In establishing copying in fact, should courts consider access and similarity to be
in an inverse relationship – i.e., the more access, the less similarity required and vice
versa? In Skidmore v. Led Zeppelin, 952 F.3d 1051 (9th Cir. 2020) (en banc), the Ninth
Circuit reversed prior precedent (including a part of Three Boys Music Corp. not
reproduced in the casebook) that had adopted the so-called “inverse ratio rule.” Id. at
1066. The Led Zeppelin court described the rule as one that “is not part of the copyright
statute, defies logic, and creates uncertainty for the courts and the parties . . . .” Id. What
considerations do you think led the court to this conclusion? Do you agree with the court?
Why, or why not?
Page 305-06. In the Notes and Questions, replace Note 5 with the following:
5. Are jury trials desirable (or even appropriate) in music copyright infringement
cases? The history of Skidmore v. Led Zeppelin, 952 F.3d 1051 (9th Cir. 2020) (en banc),
illustrates just some of the challenges jury trials present. There, the jury concluded that
the opening bars of Led Zeppelin’s “Stairway to Heaven” did not infringe the copyright in
an earlier composition, “Taurus.” Among the issues on appeal were the appropriateness
of a number of the district court’s jury instructions. The plaintiff challenged as unfairly
prejudicial: (i) instruction number 16 on originality, providing that “common musical
elements, such as descending chromatic scales, arpeggios or short sequences of three
notes” are not protected by copyright; (ii) instruction number 20 on originality, noting
that “any elements from prior works or the public domain are not considered original . . .
and [are] not protectable by copyright”; and (iii) refusal to give a jury instruction
concerning the copyrightability of selection and arrangement of uncopyrightable
elements. Id. at 1070-76. After a 3-judge panel agreed with the plaintiff, the en banc court
reversed:
Jury Instruction No. 16 correctly listed non-protectable musical building blocks that
no individual may own, and did not, as Skidmore claims, exclude the particular use of
musical elements in an original expression. . . .
Reading [Jury Instruction No. 20 in its entirety, including the following -] an ‘original
work may include or incorporate elements taken from prior works or works from the
public domain’ – we conclude that Jury Instruction No. 20 correctly instructed the jury
that original expression can be the result of borrowing from previous works or the public
domain. . . .
[Regarding the lack of instruction on a selection and arrangement theory, b]ecause
Skidmore did not preserve his objection to the omission, we review for plain error. . . .
. . . Under plain error review . . . we consider whether ‘(1) there was an error; (2) the
error was obvious; and (3) the error affected substantial rights.’ Even where these
demanding requirements are met, ‘the decision whether to correct a plain error under
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Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 51(d)(2) is discretionary,’ typically invoked only . . . ‘to
prevent a miscarriage of justice.’
Even [assuming plain error,] we cannot conclude that it produced a miscarriage of
justice. . . . A selection and arrangement instruction would not have convinced the jury
that Stairway to Heaven was substantially similar to . . . Taurus. . . . We may also take
‘into consideration ‘the costs of correcting [the] error,’’ and that factor clearly supports
letting the jury verdict stand. This case involved a lengthy trial, and there is little reason
to have another trial that Skidmore cannot win. . . .
[W]e [also] conclude that the district court did not commit any error [because
Skidmore] did not present [copyright in the selection and arrangement] as a separate
theory at trial.
At trial, Skidmore’s copyright infringement claim was based on the combination of
five elements: minor chromatic line and associated chords; duration of pitches . . . ;
melody . . . ; rhythm . . . ; and pitch collection.
. . . Skidmore never argued how these musical components related to each other to
create the overall design, pattern, or synthesis. Skidmore simply presented a garden
variety substantial similarity argument. . . .

Id. at 1070-74. Do you agree with the en banc court that the instructions correctly stated
the law and did not prejudice the plaintiff? Should the cost of correcting an error be
relevant to the analysis?

C. Fictional Characters and the Reproduction and Derivative
Work Rights
Page 343. In the Notes and Questions, insert the following at the end of Note
1:
The three-part test the Ninth Circuit employs in Towle is not the only test that courts
use to determine the copyrightability of characters contained in works like books and
movies. In the past, courts have extended protection to characters that constitute “the
story being told,” as opposed to a character that is “only the chessman in the game of
telling the story.” Warner Bros. Pictures v. Columbia Broad. Sys., 216 F.2d 945, 950 (9th
Cir. 1954). The Ninth Circuit has made clear that a plaintiff can demonstrate a character’s
copyrightability by satisfying either the test articulated in Towle or “the story being told”
test. Daniels v. Walt Disney Co., 958 F3d 767 (9th Cir. 2020) (rejecting claim against
Disney’s movie Inside Out by author of children’s books that explore different emotions
with colorful characters). The Daniels court described the story being told test as setting
“a high bar, since few characters so dominate the story such that it becomes essentially a
character study.” Id. at 774. Does the “story being told” test set the bar too high? Does the
three-part test articulated in Towle set the bar high enough?
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Chapter 8. Moral Rights and Performers’
Rights

A. Moral Rights in the United States
Page 474. Replace Notes 3 and 4 with the following:
3. Should the plaintiffs’ acknowledgement that even the works on the long-term walls
were likely to be removed at some point in the future change the analysis under §113(d)?
The answer to this question appears to be “no.” On appeal, the Second Circuit observed:
“[w]e see nothing in VARA that excludes temporary artwork from attaining recognized
stature. . . . The statute does not adopt categories of ‘permanent’ and ‘temporary’ artwork,
much less include a definition of these terms.” Castillo v. G&M Realty L.P., 950 F. 3d 155,
167 (2d Cir. 2020).
4. Finding that the defendant’s behavior in destroying the plaintiffs’ artwork was “the
epitome of willfulness,” Cohen v. G&M Realty L.P., 125 U.S.P.Q.2d 1708, *17 (E.D.N.Y.
2018), aff’d sub nom. Castillo v. G&M Realty L.P., 950 F.3d 155 (2d Cir. 2020), the court
applied §§504(a)-(c) and awarded each artist the statutory maximum of $150,000 in
damages per work destroyed, totaling $6,750,000 in statutory damages for the artists. In
your opinion, do the facts of this case merit such a high award? Why or why not? You will
learn more about damages for copyright violations in Chapter 13 of the casebook.
Page 477. Insert the following as an alternative Practice Exercise: Statutory
Interpretation:
This problem asks you to consider the role of moral rights in affecting the display of
artwork commissioned for a public space. Public art shapes perceptions and cultural norms.
What responsibilities for those perceptions do owners of such artworks have? The problem is
based on a real case that raises questions about who wields cultural power and how historical
depictions of slavery in artistic works should be assessed.
In 1993, Vermont Law School commissioned a mural to be located in its newly
constructed building. The artist assigned the copyright in the mural to the law school, but the
contract did not address any moral rights. The commission stated that the mural was to
“depict the evils of slavery and celebrate the role that the citizens of our state played in
supporting the underground railroad.” The artist commissioned to paint the mural was given
wide latitude in painting it. Scenes in the mural depict the capture of people in Africa, their
sale in the United States, slave labor, and a slave insurrection. Several years after the mural
was completed, members of the law school’s student body began complaining to the
administration that the depictions of black Americans in the mural were based on stereotypes
and were offensive. For many years the law school did not respond to these complaints.
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Finally, in 2020, the law school determined that continued display of the mural was
inappropriate.
The law school contacted the artist and offered to allow him to remove the mural and
recover full ownership. Alternatively, the law school proposes to cover the mural permanently
by building a frame which would support acoustic panels, permanently concealing the mural
from view. Neither the frame nor the panels would actually touch the mural.
The artist has sued for a violation of §106A and seeks a preliminary injunction
preventing the installation of the panels. He argues that the panels will modify the artwork,
thereby harming his honor or reputation. The artist also asserts that permanently hiding the
mural amounts to destruction of a work of recognized stature.
You represent the law school. Prepare a memorandum opposing the preliminary
injunction motion. Assume, for the purposes of argument, that the work is of recognized
stature and focus on the remaining statutory interpretation issues. Consider the potential to
frame the law school’s position to include discussion of the importance of owners of artwork
having the ability to decide when to stop displaying the artwork, even artwork commissioned
for a public space. Be sure to review the exceptions from VARA liability found in §106A(a)(3).
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Chapter 9. Fair Use

Page 507. Replace Note 6 with the following:
6. The Supreme Court has held fair use a mixed question of law and fact,
characterizing the Federal Circuit as correctly reasoning “that reviewing courts should
appropriately defer to the jury’s findings of underlying facts; but . . . the ultimate question
whether those facts show[] a ‘fair use’ is a legal question for judges to decide de novo.”
Google, LLC v. Oracle Am. Inc., 141 S. Ct. 1183, 1199 (2021). The Court has also held both
that the Seventh Amendment right to a jury trial applies in copyright infringement cases,
Feltner v. Columbia Pictures Television, 523 U.S. 340 (1998), and that treating fair use
as a mixed question of law and fact does not violate that right:
The [Seventh] Amendment both requires that ‘the right of trial by jury . . . be preserved’
and forbids courts to ‘re-examin[e]’ any ‘fact tried by a jury.’ U. S. Const., Amdt. 7; . . . It
does not violate the Reexamination Clause for a court to determine the controlling law
in resolving a challenge to a jury verdict, as happens any time a court resolves a motion
for judgment as a matter of law.

Google, 114 S. Ct. at 1200. Note that Campbell was decided on defendants’ motion for
summary judgment. When is summary judgment on the issue of fair use appropriate?

B. Transformative Use Revisited
Pages 528-35. Replace Subsection 1 on Technical Interchange with the
following:
1. Technical Interchange
As you know from Chapter 4.C in the casebook, computer programs exhibit a high
degree of interdependence. To accomplish the tasks for which they were designed,
computer programs typically must interoperate
with (or “talk to”) one another according to precise
LOOKING FORWARD
technical specifications. As a practical matter, Some software companies employ
achieving interoperability with a preexisting license agreements, including masscomputer program often requires copying market standard form agreements,
elements of that program.
that prohibit reverse engineering. We
For example, if the program is distributed address the enforceability of such
in object code only, with no source code otherwise provisions in Chapter 15 of the
accessible, programmers may engage in a process casebook.
called decompilation—converting the program
from the zeros and ones representing machinereadable object code into human-readable commands—so they can understand and
12
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reverse engineer the program’s technical requirements. The eventual new program that
results may be one that works with the copyrighted work or one that substitutes for it. The
process of decompilation necessarily involves making copies of large portions of the
copyrighted work.
The leading case addressing decompilation is Sega Enterprises Ltd. v. Accolade,
Inc., 977 F.2d 1510 (1992). Accolade decompiled the object code of some of Sega’s video
game cartridges to develop a manual containing descriptions of the interface
requirements a programmer would need to know to create video games running on Sega’s
Genesis console. Accolade then developed its own games to run on that console.
Accolade’s games competed with those manufactured by Sega and its licensees but did
not compete with the Genesis console itself. The Ninth Circuit held Accolade’s copying
fair. The court emphasized the utilitarian nature of computer programs and characterized
Accolade’s copying as a necessary intermediate step to understand the console’s
unprotected “functional requirements for compatibility” so that it could create new
copyrightable expression (new games running on the Genesis console). Id. at 1522.
The Ninth Circuit relied on Sega’s reasoning in Sony Computer Entertainment,
Inc. v. Connectix Corp., 203 F.3d 596 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 531 U.S. 871 (2000). There,
Sony sued Connectix for decompiling Sony software to create a new Connectix computer
program called a “Virtual Game Station” that allowed consumers to play Sony PlayStation
games on personal computers, thus potentially decreasing demand for the PlayStation
console. The court reasoned:
. . . because the Virtual Game Station is transformative, and does not merely supplant
the PlayStation console, the Virtual Game Station is a legitimate competitor in the
market for platforms on which Sony and Sony-licensed games can be played. For this
reason, some economic loss by Sony as a result of this competition does not compel a
finding of no fair use. Sony understandably seeks control over the market for devices that
play games Sony produces or licenses. The copyright law, however, does not confer
such a monopoly. . . .

Id. at 608.
Over time, newer programming languages structured to enable compatibility have
evolved. As the introductory material in Chapter 4.C.3 (p. 227) of the casebook describes,
more recently developed programming languages use virtual machines (sets of
programming routines and subroutines) to enable compatibility with a broad range of
software and hardware. This enhances efficiency by eliminating the need for
programmers to write new versions of applications to run on different software and
hardware systems. To take advantage of the capabilities of virtual machines,
programmers need to use the application programming interfaces (APIs) that allow
access to the virtual machine’s pre-existing functions. Sometimes the new program will
copy parts of the actual code from the original for one reason or another.
How should the law address this type of copying? Consider the following case.
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Google LLC v. Oracle America, Inc.
141 S. Ct. 1183 (2021)
[Review the introductory material regarding computer software (pp. 208-10 in the
casebook) and the Federal Circuit’s earlier decision on the copyrightability issues in this
case (Chapter 4.C.3, pp. 228-37 in the casebook). On remand, the jury unanimously found
Google’s copying of some of the Java API’s declaring code and its organizational structure
to be fair use. The Federal Circuit reversed. Oracle Am., Inc. v. Google LLC, 886 F.3d 1179
(Fed. Cir. 2018). The Supreme Court granted certiorari, and its decision on fair use
follows. (The Court assumed for argument’s sake that the material copied by Google was
protected by copyright.)]
BREYER, J.: . . .
VI
. . . Was Google’s copying of the Sun Java API [now owned by Oracle], specifically
its use of the declaring code and organizational structure for 37 packages of that API, a
“fair use[?]” In answering this question, we shall consider the four factors set forth in the
fair use statute as we find them applicable to the kind of computer programs before us. .
. . For expository purposes, we begin with the second.
A. “The Nature of the Copyrighted Work”
The Sun Java API is a “user interface.” It provides a way through which users (here
the programmers) can “manipulate and control” task-performing computer programs
“via a series of menu commands.” Lotus Development Corp. [v. Borland Int’l, Inc., 49
F.3d 807, 809, aff’d by an equally divided court, 516 U.S. 233 (1996)]. The API reflects
Sun’s division of possible tasks that a computer might perform into a set of actual tasks
that certain kinds of computers actually will perform. . . . No one claims that the decisions
about what counts as a task are themselves copyrightable—although one might argue
about decisions as to how to label and organize such tasks (e.g., the decision to name a
certain task “max” or to place it in a class called “Math.” Cf. Baker v. Selden, 101 U.S.[] 99
(1880)). . . .
As [set forth] . . . in Appendix B, infra, we can think of the technology as having
three essential parts. First, the API includes “implementing code,” which actually
instructs the computer on the steps to follow to carry out each task. Google wrote its own
programs (implementing programs) that would perform each one of the tasks that its API
calls up.
Second, the Sun Java API associates a particular command, called a “method call,”
with the calling up of each task. The symbols java.lang., for example, are part of the
command that will call up the program (whether written by Sun or, as here, by Google)
that instructs the computer to carry out the “larger number” operation. Oracle does not
here argue that the use of these commands by programmers itself violates its copyrights.
Third, the Sun Java API contains computer code that will associate the writing of
a method call with particular “places” in the computer that contain the needed
implementing code. This is the declaring code. The declaring code both labels the
14
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particular tasks in the API and organizes those tasks, or “methods,” into “packages” and
“classes.” We have referred to this organization, by way of rough analogy, as file cabinets,
drawers, and files. Oracle does claim that Google’s use of the Sun Java API’s declaring
code violates its copyrights.
The declaring code at issue here resembles other copyrighted works in that it is
part of a computer program. . . . It differs, however, from many other kinds of
copyrightable computer code. It is inextricably bound together with[: (i)] a general
system, the division of computing tasks, that no one claims is a proper subject of
copyright[; (ii)] . . . the idea of organizing tasks into what we have called cabinets, drawers,
and files, an idea that is also not copyrightable[; (iii)] . . . the use of specific commands
known to programmers, known here as method calls (such as java.lang.Math.max,
etc.), that Oracle does not here contest[; and (iv)] . . . implementing code, which is
copyrightable but was not copied.
Moreover, the copied declaring code and the uncopied implementing programs
call for, and reflect, different kinds of capabilities. A single implementation may walk a
computer through dozens of different steps. To write implementing programs, witnesses
told the jury, requires balancing such considerations as how quickly a computer can
execute a task or the likely size of the computer’s memory. . . .
The declaring code (inseparable from the programmer’s method calls) embodies a
different kind of creativity. Sun Java’s creators, for example, tried to find declaring code
names that would prove intuitively easy to remember. They wanted to attract
programmers who would learn the system, help to develop it further, and prove reluctant
to use another. Sun’s business strategy originally emphasized the importance of using the
API to attract programmers. It sought to make the API “open” and “then . . . compete on
implementations.” The testimony at trial was replete with examples of witnesses drawing
this critical line between the user-centered declaratory code and the innovative
implementing code.
These features mean that, as part of a user interface, the declaring code differs to
some degree from the mine run of computer programs. Like other computer programs, it
is functional in nature. But unlike many other programs, its use is inherently bound
together with uncopyrightable ideas (general task division and organization) and new
creative expression (Android’s implementing code). Unlike many other programs, its
value in significant part derives from the value that those who do not hold copyrights,
namely, computer programmers, invest of their own time and effort to learn the API’s
system. And unlike many other programs, its value lies in its efforts to encourage
programmers to learn and to use that system so that they will use (and continue to use)
Sun-related implementing programs that Google did not copy.
. . . In our view, for the reasons just described, the declaring code is, if copyrightable
at all, further than are most computer programs (such as the implementing code) from
the core of copyright. That fact diminishes the fear, expressed by both the dissent and the
Federal Circuit, that application of “fair use” here would seriously undermine the general
copyright protection that Congress provided for computer programs. And it means that
this factor, “the nature of the copyrighted work,” points in the direction of fair use.
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B. “The Purpose and Character of the Use”
In the context of fair use, we have considered whether the copier’s use “adds
something new, with a further purpose or different character, altering” the copyrighted
work “with new expression, meaning or message.” [Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc.,
510 U.S. 569, 579 (1994)]. . . . [W]e have used the word “transformative” to describe a
copying use that adds something new and important. [Id.] . . .
Google copied portions of the Sun Java API precisely, and it did so in part for the
same reason that Sun created those portions, namely, to enable programmers to call up
implementing programs that would accomplish particular tasks. But since virtually any
unauthorized use of a copyrighted computer program (say, for teaching or research)
would do the same, to stop here would severely limit the scope of fair use in the functional
context of computer programs. Rather, in determining whether a use is “transformative,”
we must go further and examine the copying’s more specifically described “purpose[s]”
and “character.” 17 U.S.C. §107(1).
Here Google’s use of the Sun Java API seeks to create new products. It seeks to
expand the use and usefulness of Android-based smartphones. Its new product offers
programmers a highly creative and innovative tool for a smartphone environment. To the
extent that Google used parts of the Sun Java API to create a new platform that could be
readily used by programmers, its use was consistent with that creative “progress” that is
the basic constitutional objective of copyright itself.
The jury heard that Google limited its use of the Sun Java API to tasks and specific
programming demands related to Android. It copied the API (which Sun created for use
in desktop and laptop computers) only insofar as needed to include tasks that would be
useful in smartphone programs. And it did so only insofar as needed to allow
programmers to call upon those tasks without discarding a portion of a familiar
programming language and learning a new one. . . . Some of the amici refer to what Google
did as “reimplementation,” defined as the “building of a system . . . that repurposes the
same words and syntaxes” of an existing system—in this case so that programmers who
had learned an existing system could put their basic skills to use in a new one.
The record here demonstrates the numerous ways in which reimplementing an
interface can further the development of computer programs. . . .
These and related facts convince us that the “purpose and character” of Google’s
copying was transformative—to the point where this factor too weighs in favor of fair use. .
..
C. “The Amount and Substantiality of the Portion Used”
If one considers the declaring code in isolation, the quantitative amount of what
Google copied was large. Google copied the declaring code for 37 packages of the Sun Java
API, totaling approximately 11,500 lines of code[,] . . . virtually all the declaring code
needed to call up hundreds of different tasks. On the other hand, if one considers the
entire set of software material in the Sun Java API, the quantitative amount copied was
small. The total set of Sun Java API computer code . . . amounted to 2.86 million lines, of
which the copied 11,500 lines were only 0.4 percent. . . .
Several features of Google’s copying suggest that the better way to look at the
numbers is to take into account the several million lines that Google did not copy. For one
16
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thing, the Sun Java API is inseparably bound to those task-implementing lines. Its
purpose is to call them up. For another, Google copied those lines not because of their
creativity, their beauty, or even (in a sense) because of their purpose. It copied them
because programmers had already learned to work with the Sun Java API’s system, and
it would have been difficult, perhaps prohibitively so, to attract programmers to build its
Android smartphone system without them. Further, Google’s basic purpose was to create
a different task-related system for a different computing environment (smartphones) and
to create a platform—the Android platform—that would help achieve and popularize that
objective. The “substantiality” factor will generally weigh in favor of fair use where, as
here, the amount of copying was tethered to a valid, and transformative, purpose. . . .
We consequently believe that this “substantiality” factor weighs in favor of fair use.
D. Market Effects
The fourth statutory factor focuses upon the “effect” of the copying in the “market
for or value of the copyrighted work.” 17 U.S.C. §107(4). Consideration of this factor, at
least where computer programs are at issue, can prove more complex than at first it may
seem.. . .
. . . [A] potential loss of revenue is not the whole story. We here must consider not
just the amount but also the source of the loss. . . .
Further, we must take into account the public benefits the copying will likely
produce. Are those benefits, for example, related to copyright’s concern for the creative
production of new expression? Are they comparatively important, or unimportant, when
compared with dollar amounts likely lost (taking into account as well the nature of the
source of the loss)? . . .
As to the likely amount of loss, the jury could have found that Android did not harm
the actual or potential markets for Java SE. And it could have found that Sun itself (now
Oracle) would not have been able to enter those markets successfully whether Google did,
or did not, copy a part of its API. First, evidence at trial demonstrated that, regardless of
Android’s smartphone technology, Sun was poorly positioned to succeed in the mobile
phone market. The jury heard ample evidence that Java SE’s primary market was laptops
and desktops. It also heard that Sun’s many efforts to move into the mobile phone market
had proved unsuccessful. As far back as 2006, prior to Android’s release, Sun’s executives
projected declining revenue for mobile phones because of emerging smartphone
technology. When Sun’s former CEO was asked directly whether Sun’s failure to build a
smartphone was attributable to Google’s development of Android, he answered that it was
not. Given the evidence showing that Sun was beset by business challenges in developing
a mobile phone product, the jury was entitled to agree with that assessment.
Second, the jury was repeatedly told that devices using Google’s Android platform
were different in kind from those that licensed Sun’s technology. For instance, witnesses
explained that the broader industry distinguished between smartphones and simpler
“feature phones.” As to the specific devices that used Sun-created software, the jury heard
that one of these phones lacked a touchscreen, while another did not have a QWERTY
keyboard. For other mobile devices, the evidence showed that simpler products, like the
Kindle, used Java software, while more advanced technology, like the Kindle Fire, were
built on the Android operating system. This record evidence demonstrates that, rather
Copyright in a Global Information Economy
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than just “repurposing [Sun’s] code from larger computers to smaller computers,”
Google’s Android platform was part of a distinct (and more advanced) market than Java
software.
Looking to these important differences, Google’s economic expert told the jury that
Android was not a market substitute for Java’s software. As he explained, “the two
products are on very different devices,” and the Android platform, which offers “an entire
mobile operating stack,” is a “very different typ[e] of produc[t]” than Java SE, which is
“just an applications programming framework.” Taken together, the evidence showed
that Sun’s mobile phone business was declining, while the market increasingly demanded
a new form of smartphone technology that Sun was never able to offer.
Finally, the jury also heard evidence that Sun foresaw a benefit from the broader
use of the Java programming language in a new platform like Android, as it would further
expand the network of Java-trained programmers. In other words, the jury could have
understood Android and Java SE as operating in two distinct markets. And because there
are two markets at issue, programmers learning the Java language to work in one market
(smartphones) are then able to bring those talents to the other market (laptops).
Oracle presented evidence to the contrary. Indeed, the Federal Circuit held that the
“market effects” factor militated against fair use in part because Sun had tried to enter the
Android market. But those licensing negotiations concerned much more than 37 packages
of declaring code, covering topics like “the implementation of [Java’s] code” and
“branding and cooperation” between the firms. . . . In any event, the jury’s fair use
determination means that neither Sun’s effort to obtain a license nor Oracle’s conflicting
evidence can overcome evidence indicating that, at a minimum, it would have been
difficult for Sun to enter the smartphone market, even had Google not used portions of
the Sun Java API.
On the other hand, Google’s copying helped Google make a vast amount of money
from its Android platform. And enforcement of the Sun Java API copyright might give
Oracle a significant share of these funds. It is important, however, to consider why and
how Oracle might have become entitled to this money. When a new interface, like an API
or a spreadsheet program, first comes on the market, it may attract new users because of
its expressive qualities, such as a better visual screen or because of its superior
functionality. As time passes, however, it may be valuable for a different reason, namely,
because users, including programmers, are just used to it. They have already learned how
to work with it. See Lotus Development Corp., 49 F.3d at 821 (Boudin, J., concurring).
The record here is filled with evidence that this factor accounts for Google’s desire
to use the Sun Java API. This source of Android’s profitability has much to do with third
parties’ (say, programmers’) investment in Sun Java programs. It has correspondingly
less to do with Sun’s investment in creating the Sun Java API. We have no reason to
believe that the Copyright Act seeks to protect third parties’ investment in learning how
to operate a created work.
Finally, given programmers’ investment in learning the Sun Java API, to allow
enforcement of Oracle’s copyright here would risk harm to the public. Given the costs and
difficulties of producing alternative APIs with similar appeal to programmers, allowing
enforcement here would make of the Sun Java API’s declaring code a lock limiting the
18
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future creativity of new programs. Oracle alone would hold the key. The result could well
prove highly profitable to Oracle (or other firms holding a copyright in computer
interfaces). But those profits could well flow from creative improvements, new
applications, and new uses developed by users who have learned to work with that
interface. To that extent, the lock would interfere with, not further, copyright’s basic
creativity objectives. . . .
The uncertain nature of Sun’s ability to compete in Android’s market place, the
sources of its lost revenue, and the risk of creativity-related harms to the public, when
taken together, convince that this fourth factor—market effects—also weighs in favor of
fair use.
***
The fact that computer programs are primarily functional makes it difficult
to apply traditional copyright concepts in that technological world. In doing so here, we
have not changed the nature of those concepts. We do not overturn or modify our earlier
cases involving fair use—cases, for example, that involve “knockoff ” products, journalistic
writings, and parodies. Rather, we here recognize that application of a copyright doctrine
such as fair use has long proved a cooperative effort of Legislatures and courts . . . .
We reach the conclusion that in this case, where Google reimplemented a user
interface, taking only what was needed to allow users to put their accrued talents to work
in a new and transformative program, Google’s copying of the Sun Java API was a fair use
of that material as a matter of law. . . .
APPENDIX B
Sun Java API Diagram
This image depicts the connection
between the three parts of the Sun Java
API technology at issue, using the District
Court’s example. The programmer enters
a method call to invoke a task from within
the API (the solid arrow). The precise
symbols in the method call correspond to
a single task, which is located within a
particular class. That class is located
within a particular package. All of the lines
of code that provide that organization and
name the methods, classes, and packages
are “declaring code.” For each method, the
declaring code is associated with
particular lines of implementing code (the
dotted arrow). It is that implementing
code (which Google wrote for its Android
API) that actually instructs the computer
in the programmer’s application.
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THOMAS, J., dissenting. . . .
III . . .
The majority . . . conclude[es] that every [fair use] factor favors Google—by relying,
in large part, on a distinction it draws between declaring and implementing code, a
distinction that the statute rejects. Tellingly, the majority evaluates the factors neither in
sequential order nor in order of importance (at least two factors are more important
under our precedent). Instead, it starts with the second factor: the nature of the
copyrighted work. It proceeds in this manner in order to create a distinction between
declaring and implementing code that renders the former less worthy of protection than
the latter. Because the majority’s mistaken analysis rests so heavily on this factor, I begin
with it as well.
A. The Nature of the Copyrighted Work . . .
The majority . . . concludes that, unlike implementing code, declaring code is far
“from the core of copyright” because it becomes valuable only when third parties
(computer programmers) value it and because it is “inherently bound together with
uncopyrightable ideas.”
Congress, however, rejected this sort of categorical distinction that would make
declaring code less worthy of protection. The Copyright Act protects code that operates
“in a computer in order to bring about a certain result” both “directly” (implementing
code) and “indirectly” (declaring code). [17 U.S.C.] § 101. And if anything, declaring code
is closer to the “core of copyright.” Developers cannot even see implementing code.
Implementing code thus conveys no expression to developers. Declaring code, in contrast,
is user facing. It must be designed and organized in a way that is intuitive and
understandable to developers so that they can invoke it.
Even setting those concerns aside, the majority’s distinction is untenable. True,
declaring code is “inherently bound together with uncopyrightable ideas.” Is anything
not? Books are inherently bound with uncopyrightable ideas—the use of chapters, having
a plot, or including dialogue or footnotes. This does not place books far “from the core of
copyright.” . . .
Similarly, it makes no difference that the value of declaring code depends on how
much time third parties invest in learning it. Many other copyrighted works depend on
the same. A Broadway musical script needs actors and singers to invest time learning and
rehearsing it. But a theater cannot copy a script—the rights to which are held by a smaller
theater—simply because it wants to entice actors to switch theaters and because copying
the script is more efficient than requiring the actors to learn a new one. . . .
B. Market Effects
. . . By copying Oracle’s code to develop and release Android, Google ruined
Oracle’s potential market in at least two ways.
First, Google eliminated the reason manufacturers were willing to pay to install the
Java platform. . . .
For example, before Google released Android, Amazon paid for a license to embed
the Java platform in Kindle devices. But after Google released Android, Amazon used the
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cost-free availability of Android to negotiate a 97.5% discount on its license fee with
Oracle. Evidence at trial similarly showed that right after Google released Android,
Samsung’s contract with Oracle dropped from $40 million to about $1 million. . . . The
majority does not dispute—or even mention—this enormous harm.
Second, Google interfered with opportunities for Oracle to license the Java
platform to developers of smartphone operating systems. Before Google copied Oracle’s
code, nearly every mobile phone on the market contained the Java platform. Oracle’s code
was extraordinarily valuable to anybody who wanted to develop smartphones, which
explains why Google tried no fewer than four times to license it. The majority’s remark
that Google also sought other licenses from Oracle, does not change this central fact. Both
parties agreed that Oracle could enter Google’s current market by licensing its declaring
code. But by copying the code and releasing Android, Google eliminated Oracle’s
opportunity to license its code for that use.
The majority writes off this harm by saying that the jury could have found that
Oracle might not have been able to enter the modern smartphone market successfully.
But whether Oracle could itself enter that market is only half the picture. We look at not
only the potential market “that creators of original works would in general develop” but
also those potential markets the copyright holder might “license others to develop.”
Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc., 510 U.S. 569, 592 (1994). A book author need not be
able to personally convert a book into a film so long as he can license someone else to do
so. . . .
The majority’s concern about a lock-in effect . . . is speculation belied by history.
First, Oracle never had lock-in power. The majority (again) overlooks that Apple and
Microsoft created mobile operating systems without using Oracle’s declaring code.
Second, Oracle always made its declaring code freely available to programmers. . . .
By copying Oracle’s work, Google decimated Oracle’s market and created a mobile
operating system now in over 2.5 billion actively used devices, earning tens of billions of
dollars every year. If these effects on Oracle’s potential market favor Google, something
is very wrong with our fair-use analysis.
C. The Purpose and Character of the Use . . .
Begin with the overwhelming commercial nature of Google’s copying. In 2015
alone, the year before the fair-use trial, Google earned $18 billion from Android. That
number has no doubt dramatically increased as Android has grown to dominate the global
market share. On this scale, Google’s use of Oracle’s declaring code weighs heavily—if not
decisively—against fair use.
The majority attempts to dismiss this overwhelming commercial use by noting that
commercial use does “not necessarily” weigh against fair use. True enough. . . . But “we
cannot ignore [Google’s] intended purpose of supplanting [Oracle’s] commercially
valuable” platform with its own. Even if we could, we have never found fair use for copying
that reaches into the tens of billions of dollars and wrecks the copyright holder’s market.
Regardless, Google fares no better on transformative use. . . .
. . . [W]e are told [by the majority], “transformative” simply means—at least for
computer code—a use that will help others “create new products.”
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That new definition eviscerates copyright. A movie studio that converts a book into
a film without permission not only creates a new product (the film) but enables others to
“create products”—film reviews, merchandise, YouTube highlight reels, late night
television interviews, and the like. Nearly every computer program, once copied, can be
used to create new products. Surely the majority would not say that an author can pirate
the next version of Microsoft Word simply because he can use it to create new
manuscripts.
Ultimately, the majority wrongly conflates transformative use with derivative use.
To be transformative, a work must do something fundamentally different from the
original. A work that simply serves the same purpose in a new context—which the
majority concedes is true here—is derivative, not transformative. . . .
D. The Amount and Substantiality of the Portion Used . . .
Even if Google’s use were transformative, the majority is wrong to conclude that
Google copied only a small portion of the original work. . . . [T]he proper denominator is
declaring code, not all code. A copied work is quantitatively substantial if it could “serve
as a market substitute for the original” work or “potentially licensed derivatives” of that
work. Campbell, 510 U.S., at 587. The declaring code is what attracted programmers. And
it is what made Android a “market substitute” for “potentially licensed derivatives” of
Oracle’s Java platform. Google’s copying was both qualitatively and quantitatively
substantial. . . .
NOTES AND QUESTIONS
1. As you learned in Section A of this chapter in the casebook, the second fair use
factor doesn’t seem to drive the results in cases that reflect a concern for cultural
interchange. In Oracle, in contrast, the second fair use factor was enormously important,
and a source of considerable disagreement between the majority and dissent. Should
courts give special consideration to the nature of computer software, including
distinguishing between declaring and implementing code, as the majority did? Why, or
why not?
2. In Note 2 on page 524 of the casebook, we raised the question whether the judicial
approach to defining transformative uses sufficiently distinguishes them from derivative
works. Does the Oracle Court provide a workable test? How would you respond to the
dissent’s argument that “the majority wrongly conflates transformative use with
derivative use”? Oracle, 141 S. Ct. at 1219.
3. Do you find the majority or dissent more persuasive when defining the
denominator to use in assessing “the amount and substantiality of the portion used”?
Why?
4. In approaching the fourth fair use factor, why does the majority find it relevant that
Sun’s efforts to enter the smartphone market were unsuccessful and that Java was usually
deployed in systems simpler than Android? The Court also notes that Google wanted to
attract Java programmers who had invested in learning the Java API. Why shouldn’t that
value accrue to Oracle?
5. Why shouldn’t Google be required to enter into a license agreement with Oracle if
it wishes to use the Java APIs in the Android smartphone system? Why might other
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companies have agreed to a license rather than just copying what they needed? Further,
the Java APIs were by no means the only ones suitable for use in a smartphone system,
as the dissent points out. If Sun (Oracle’s predecessor) had known the APIs could be
copied without compensation, would it have had sufficient incentive to develop them?
What strategies are available to a company to recoup its investment in developing a
programming language? Did Sun and later Oracle simply fail in deploying such strategies?
6. Would the Oracle Court agree with the Ninth Circuit’s holdings in Sega? Why, or
why not? Would it matter to the analysis whether customers would be likely to buy both,
say, Joe Montana Football (developed by Sega) and Mike Ditka Power Football
(developed by Accolade)? Would it matter to the analysis if Accolade copied “unlocking”
code Sega placed in each of its video games to enable them to run on the Genesis console?
Is Connectix a necessary extension of the Sega holding? Should anything about the
Connectix facts change the analysis of the second factor? How would the Oracle Court
approach the Connectix case?
Should it have mattered in either Sega or Connectix that gaming companies often
adopt a “razor and blades” pricing strategy, selling consoles at a low price to generate an
installed base of users and reaping their profits on the sale of games? Why, or why not?
7. Does a rule allowing decompilation and reverse engineering of
COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE
computer software represent good Article 6 of the EU Council Directive of
policy? Professors Pamela Samuelson 14 May 1991 on the legal protection of
and Suzanne Scotchmer argue that computer programs, 1991 O.J. (L 122)
licensing can be beneficial because it 42, permits reproduction of portions
enables innovators to recoup their
of
computer
programs
“where
research and development costs, and that
reproduction of the code and translation
reducing a second comer’s costs of entry
too far may harm innovation. They note, of its form . . . are indispensable to
however that reverse engineering also obtain the information necessary to
costs money, and that the expense of achieve the interoperability of an
created
computer
reverse engineering can be a factor independently
influencing a company’s
decision program with other programs.” The
provides
that
“[a]ny
whether to take a license instead. Pamela directive
Samuelson & Suzanne Scotchmer, The contractual provisions contrary to
Law and Economics of Reverse Article 6 shall be null and void.” Id. art.
9(1).
Engineering, 111 Yale L.J. 1575 (2002).

C. Other Productive Uses
Page 571. In the Notes and Questions, insert new Note 6:
6. In 2006, the Internet Archive began its Open Library program, which aspires to
create a comprehensive online catalog listing every book ever published and to make as
many full text books as possible available to the public. The Open Library acquires hard
copies of the books to be digitalized from participating libraries and from individuals, who
may donate either books or money to purchase specific titles. It scans the books, prepares
the digital files, and makes them available online. So far, the program has digitalized over
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1.5 million books. It makes public domain titles available without restrictions. For titles
under copyright, it uses Controlled Digital Lending (CDL) technology to ensure that each
digitalized book can be checked out to only one person at a time. Members of the public
who sign up for Open Library accounts can check out a limited number of CDL books at a
time and may keep each book for up to two weeks. If an account holder requests a book
that is already checked out to someone else, they are placed on a waiting list to receive
that title.
In March 2020, after many states and cities had imposed stay-at-home orders in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Internet Archive announced that it would create
a National Emergency Library by temporarily removing the CDL controls to permit
unlimited access to the digitalized books in its collection. Subsequently, four book
publishers—Hachette Book Group, HarperCollins Publishers, John Wiley & Sons and
Penguin Random House—sued the Internet Archive for “conducting and promoting
copyright infringement on a massive scale.” The Internet Archive announced an
immediate end to the National Emergency Library program. As of this writing, however,
the publishers have not dropped their lawsuit, and the complaint also includes
infringement allegations pertaining to the Open Library/CDL system. Was the National
Emergency Library program a fair use of the books involved? Is the Open Library/CDL
system a fair use?
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Chapter 12. Copyright and Contract

A. Modes of Transfer
Page 724: In the Notes and Questions, insert new Note 5:
5. How should courts approach the question whether a license agreement extends to uses
by third parties? For example, does signing up for an Instagram or SnapChat account,
designating it as public, and uploading pictures constitute agreement for these platforms to
sublicense copyrighted works to third parties? If so, would such a sublicense include all the
§106 rights?
In McGucken v. Newsweek LLC, 464 F. Supp. 3d 594 (S.D.N.Y. 2020), plaintiff Elliot
McGucken had posted on his Instagram account a photograph of an ephemeral lake.
Newsweek published an on-line article about the ephemeral lake and embedded McGucken’s
Instagram post of the lake as part of the article. When McGucken sued for infringement,
Newsweek claimed that it had a valid sublicense to use the photograph via Instagram’s
embedding feature. The court held that there was no evidence of a sublicense between
Instagram and Newsweek, reasoning that “[a]lthough Instagram’s various terms and policies
clearly foresee the possibility of entities such as Defendant using web embeds to share other
users’ content, none of them expressly grants a sublicense to those who embed publicly posted
content. Nor can the Court find, on the pleadings, evidence of a possible implied
sublicense.” Id. at 603. Similarly, in Sinclair v. Ziff Davis LLC, 2020 WL 3450136, the court
reasoned:
As evidence of its purported sublicense, Mashable presented Instagram’s Platform Policy,
which states that Instagram “provide[s] the Instagram APIs to help broadcasters and
publishers discover content, get digital rights to media, and share media using web embeds.”
(Platform Policy, Preamble.) . . .
. . . [A] license must convey the licensor’s “explicit consent” to use a copyrighted work.
Ward v. Nat’l Geographic Soc., 208 F. Supp. 2d 429, 442–43 (S.D.N.Y. 2002) (Kaplan, J.)
(quoting Gardner v. Nike, Inc., 279 F.3d 774, 781 (9th Cir. 2002)). . . .
The Platform Policy’s statement . . . could be interpreted to grant API users the right to
use the API to embed the public content of other Instagram users. But, that is not the only
interpretation to which that term is susceptible. Therefore, “[a]lthough courts may find a
license on a motion to dismiss where the terms of the governing contracts are clear,” the
Platform Policy’s terms are insufficiently clear to warrant dismissal of Plaintiff’s claims at this
stage of litigation.

Id. at *1. Do you agree with these conclusions about what can be implied from a social media
platform’s Terms of Use? What other evidence of a sublicense could defendants in such cases
offer? How would you revise Instagram’s Terms of Use to establish a sublicense for follow-on
users?
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Chapter 13. Copyright Litigation

F. Civil Remedies
4. Statutory Damages
Page 836. In the Notes and Questions, insert new Note 4:
4. As you learned in Chapter 11 of the casebook, in most infringement actions, §412
of the Copyright Act bars any award of statutory damages or attorney’s fees unless the
copyright in the work is timely registered. For purposes of §412, a copyright is timely
registered only if (1) the registration application is filed prior to the infringement
commencing, or (2) infringement commences after first publication of the work and the
copyright registration application is filed within three months after the first publication.
A new small-claims proceeding that can be brought in the Copyright Office, described in
subsection G below, omits a timely registration requirement; as a tradeoff, it caps the
statutory damages that can be recovered at $7,500 per work infringed.
5. In Cohen v. G&M Realty L.P., 125 U.S.P.Q.2d 1708, *17 (E.D.N.Y. 2018), aff’d sub
nom. Castillo v. G&M Realty L.P., 950 F.3d 155 (2d Cir. 2020), which you read in Chapter
8.A.3, the Second Circuit upheld the district court’s award of the maximum amount of
statutory damages available—$6,750,000. Noting that district courts enjoy wide
discretion in setting statutory damages, the court of appeals determined that the district
court had not abused its discretion but rather had “carefully considered the six factors
relevant to a determination of statutory damages . . . . ‘(1) the infringer’s state of mind;
(2) the expenses saved, and profits earned, by the infringer; (3) the revenue lost by the
copyright holder; (4) the deterrent effect on the infringer and third parties; (5) the
infringer’s cooperation in providing evidence concerning the value of the infringing
material; and (6) the conduct and attitude of the parties.’ Bryant [v. Media Right Prods.,
Inc.,] 603 F.3d 135, 144, (2d Cir. 2010)].” Id. at 171.
5. Attorneys Fees
Page 846: In the Notes and Questions, insert new Note 5 and renumber
current Note 5 as Note 6.
5. In Tresóna Multimedia, LLC v. Burbank High School Vocal Music Association,
953 F.3d 638 (9th Cir. 2020), the Ninth Circuit reversed the district court’s denial of
attorneys’ fees for abuse of discretion in light of the defendants’ successful fair use
defense, which the court described as “a substantive defense at the heart of copyright law.”
The court observed that the “touchstone” of whether to award attorneys’ fees is whether
“the successful defense and the circumstances surrounding it” furthered the essential
goals of the Copyright Act. Id. at 653; see also SOFA Entm't, Inc. v. Dodger Prods., 709
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F.3d 1273, 1280 (9th Cir. 2013) (a fee award that encourages meritorious fair use defense
against an unreasonable claim of infringement serves the policies of the Copyright Act).
Would you support a rule awarding attorneys’ fees to every defendant who successfully
asserts fair use on the rationale that fair use is critical to furthering the essential goals of
the Copyright Act? Would such a rule be consistent with Kirtsaeng?
Page 847. Insert new subsection G below and re-letter current subsection G
as subsection H.

G. Copyright Alternative in Small-Claims Enforcement Act of
2020 (“CASE Act”)
Litigation in federal court is expensive. The 2019 American Intellectual Property
Law Association annual economic survey puts the median costs of copyright litigation
where less than $1 million is at risk at $550,000, including trial and appeal if applicable.
The expense of litigation likely deters individual artists from seeking redress for
infringement of their copyrights. In an effort to address this dynamic, Congress adopted
the Copyright Alternative in Small-Claims Enforcement Act of 2020 (“CASE Act”),
creating a small claims tribunal inside the Copyright Office.
Pursuant to the CASE Act, a “small” claim is one in which a copyright owner seeks
to recover no more than $30,000. Such claims may be heard by a newly created Copyright
Claims Board (CCB) consisting of three “claims officers”—experienced copyright lawyers
employed by the Copyright Office. The statute authorizes the Copyright Office to adopt
regulations that would permit very small claims under $5,000 to be heard by a single
claims officer. The Copyright Office has stated that it will be ready to accept filings
beginning December 27, 2021.
The CASE Act itself contains many details, codified in a new Chapter 15 of the Act.
Additionally, the Copyright Office is in the process of promulgating implementing
regulations. See https://www.copyright.gov/ about/small-claims/ This section provides
a short overview of the major points.
1. Permissible Claims & Remedies
The CASE Act permits claims concerning infringement (or for a declaration of noninfringement) and claims concerning misrepresentations relating to takedown notices
and counter notices in violation of §512(f). Additionally, a respondent in a CCB action can
assert counterclaims for infringement, §512(f) misrepresentations, and certain types of
breach of contract, so long as those counterclaims do not add new parties to the dispute
and arise out of the same transaction or occurrence as the initial claim(s). 17 U.S.C.
§1504(c)(4).
The CCB may award either (1) actual damages and defendant’s profits, or (2)
statutory damages. The maximum award permitted for any type of action is $30,000.
When making an award of statutory damages, the CCB “may not make any finding that,
or consider whether, the infringement was committed willfully.” Id.
§1504(e)(1)(A)(ii)(III). If the copyrighted work was not timely registered under §412 (e.g.,
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before the infringement commenced) then the CCB may only award statutory damages of
up to $7,500 for each work infringed, up to a maximum total statutory damages award of
$15,000 in any one proceeding..
Because the CCB is not a court, it lacks authority to enjoin infringing or otherwise
unlawful behavior. However, the Act provides that the CCB “shall include a requirement
to cease conduct if . . . a party agrees . . . to cease activity that is found to be infringing,
including removing or disabling access to, or destroying, infringing materials . . . .” Id.
§1504(e)(2) (emphasis added). The CCB may consider whether a party has agreed to cease
infringing when considering an award of statutory damages. Id. §1504(e)(1)(A)(ii)(IV).
2. Prerequisites for Filing a CASE Act Claim.
Unlike an infringement claim in federal court, a small claims filing does not require
the copyright owner to have received a response from the Copyright Office on their
application for registration. A copyright owner can file a CASE Act claim on the same day
that they apply to register copyright. However, the CCB cannot issue a decision until the
Copyright Office issues a certificate of registration. If the Copyright Office rejects the
registration, the CCB must dismiss the proceeding without prejudice. Id. §1505(b)(3).
Recall that one is still permitted to sue for infringement in federal court if the Copyright
Office has refused registration. See id. §411(a).
If the claim asserted is one for misrepresentation against an online service provider
under §512(f), the copyright owner must certify that it sent a takedown notice to the OSP,
and that the OSP did not remove or disable access to the allegedly infringing content.
3. Respondent’s Options
A respondent can opt out of proceeding before the CCB by filing a written notice
with the CCB within 60 days of being served. If the respondent opts out, then the
proceeding will be dismissed without prejudice and the claimant may file suit in federal
court. While the CCB action is pending, the three-year civil statute of limitations is tolled.
Id. §1504(b)(2). As you learned in subsection D of this Chapter, there is a right to a jury
trial in copyright infringement cases. Allowing respondents to opt out may help insulate
the CASE Act from constitutional challenge on Seventh Amendment grounds. See Pamela
Samuelson & Kathryn Hashimoto, Scholarly Concerns About a Proposed Copyright
Small Claims Tribunal, 33 BERK. TECH. LAW J. 689, 694-697 (2018).
If a respondent does not opt out and does not respond (or ceases participating after
initially responding), the CCB can enter a default determination. To enter a default
determination the CCB must find that the evidence provided by the claimant is sufficient
to support a ruling in favor of the claimant. Id. §1506(u).
4. The CCB Proceeding
CCB proceedings are “to be conducted . . . without the requirement of in-person
appearances by parties of others” and to “take place by means of written submissions,
hearings, and conference carried out through internet-based applications and other
telecommunications facilities . . . .” Id. §1506(c). Discovery is limited to (1) document
production requests, (2) written interrogatories, and (3) written requests for admissions,
with some limited ability for the CCB to permit additional relevant discovery. The CCB
“may apply an adverse inference with respect to disputed facts against a party who has
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failed to timely provide discovery materials in response to a proper request for materials
that could be relevant to such facts.” Id. §1506(n)(3).
The CCB must issue a written determination explaining the factual and legal basis
for its decision. One can seek reconsideration by the CCB and review of that
reconsideration decision by the Register of Copyright before the decision of the CCB
becomes final. While the CCB decisions must “be made available on a publicly accessible
website,” id. §1506(t)(3), they may not be cited or relied upon as legal precedent,
including in other CCB proceedings. Id. §1507(a)(3).
5. Enforcement of rulings
If a party is unhappy with a final CCB decision, it has 90 days to seek “an order
from a district court of the United States vacating, modifying, or correcting” the decision.
Id. §1508(c). Such an order may issue only:
(A) If the determination was issued as a result of fraud, corruption,
misrepresentation, or other misconduct.
(B) If the Copyright Claims Board exceeded its authority or failed to render a final
determination concerning the subject matter at issue.
(C) In the case of a default determination or determination based on a failure to
prosecute, if it is established that the default or failure was due to excusable
neglect.
Id. §1508(c)(1).
The winning party has up to one year to seek a federal court order “confirming the
relief awarded in the final determination and reducing such award to judgment.” Id.
§1508(a). If the award is confirmed it will also include the reasonable expenses of the
court proceeding, including attorney’s fees.
NOTES AND QUESTIONS
1. Is the CASE Act likely to improve the enforcement challenges creators face? Who is
likely to use the small claims tribunal? What type of respondent is likely to proceed with
a CCB action? When does it make sense for a respondent to opt out of CCB proceedings?
One of the objections to the establishment of a small claims tribunal is the potential
for “trolling,” i.e., filing opportunistic copyright infringement claims in an effort to extract
settlements from alleged infringers who would rather pay a few thousand dollars than
face the expense of litigating. Trolling has been a problem in copyright infringement
litigation. See Matthew Sag, Copyright Trolling, An Empirical Study, 100 IOWA L. REV.
1105 (2015). Does the new small claims proceeding facilitate trolling? Is the potential for
trolling worse in CCB proceedings than it is in ordinary infringement litigation?
2. In ordinary infringement litigation, a copyright owner of a work that was not timely
registered may not obtain any statutory damages. As highlighted above, the §412 timely
registration requirement does not apply in CCB proceedings—statutory damages of up to
$7,500 are available for infringement of an untimely registered copyright. What policy
goals does the §412 timely registration requirement serve? Does the possibility of
statutory damages through the small claims proceedings undermine those goals?
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3. As noted above, the statute expressly permits the CCB to consider whether the
respondent has voluntarily agreed to stop infringing when making an award of statutory
damages. 17 U.S.C. §1504(e)(1)(A) (ii)(IV). Does this place undue pressure on a
respondent to enter into such an agreement notwithstanding the strength of her defense,
or is it a necessary incentive to encourage resolutions that are economically expedient?
4. What justifications exist for allowing default judgements as high as $30,000 in
“small claims”? There is no small claims alternative for other types of federal court civil
litigation. In most state court systems that provide for a small claims alternative to
ordinary civil litigation, the limits on judgments fall between $3,000 and $15,000.
5. Limited discovery and lack of in-person hearings helps lower the costs of a CCB
proceeding. However, copyright disputes remain complicated, the statutory details of the
small-claims proceedings are complex, the forthcoming regulations likely will create
additional complexities, and a party may always choose to be represented by, and thus
incur the costs of, counsel. It will be interesting to see whether the CASE Act materially
decreases costs as compared to traditional litigation.
Under the Act, a party may be represented by “a law student who is qualified under
applicable law governing representation by law students of parties in legal proceedings
and who provides such representation on a pro bono basis.” 17 U.S.C. §1506(d).
Presumably the “applicable law” to which the statute refers will be clarified in the
regulations. As you near the completion of your course in copyright law, do you feel
qualified to represent someone in a CCB proceeding?

H. Criminal Infringement
Page 856. In the Notes and Questions, insert new Note 4 and renumber
current Note 4 as Note 5:
4. In December 2020, Congress codified a new category of felony copyright
infringement targeted at those who operate specific types of streaming services. The new
felony has three requirements, two of which are the traditional criminal infringement
requirements of willful infringement and “commercial advantage or private financial
gain.” The third requirement is that the digital transmission service -(1) is primarily designed or provided for the purpose of publicly performing works
protected under title 17 by means of a digital transmission without the authority of the
copyright owner or the law;
(2) has no commercially significant purpose or use other than to publicly perform works
protected under title 17 by means of a digital transmission without the authority of the
copyright owner or the law; or
(3) is intentionally marketed by or at the direction of that person to promote its use in
publicly performing works protected under title 17 by means of a digital transmission
without the authority of the copyright owner or the law.

18 U.S.C. §2319C(b). If convicted, the defendant faces 3 to 10 years of imprisonment, “in
addition to any penalties provided for under title 17.” Id. §2319C(d).
One of the Act’s sponsors, Senator Tillis, stated this “law will not sweep in normal
practices by online service providers, good faith business disputes, noncommercial
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activities, or in any way impact individuals who access pirated streams or unwittingly
stream unauthorized copies of copyrighted works. Individuals who might use pirate
streaming services will not be affected.” https://www.tillis.senate.gov/2020/12/
bipartisan-legislation-led-by-tillis-and-leahy-to-fight-illegal-streaming-by-criminalorganizations-to-be-signed-into-law
Consider why Congress felt this provision necessary. Which §106 right does the
new felony provision protect? Note that streaming involving reproduction or distributions
of copies, was already encompassed in the felony provisions added by the NET Act and
codified at 17 U.S.C. §506(a)(1)(B). Those supporting the new amendment claim it does
not criminalize video game live streaming on platforms like Twitch – are they right?
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Chapter 14. Technological Protections

Pages 896-904. Replace Section D with the following:

D. Protection for Copyright Management Information
The DMCA also established legal protection for “copyright management
information” (CMI) that is attached to a copy of a work, such as information about the
copyright owner and the terms of use. The copyright industries argued that such
protection would reduce online infringement by ensuring that those who accessed and
used copyrighted works online would have accurate information about the works’
copyright status.
Both in Congress and in international negotiations over the WCT, the initial U.S.
proposals for protecting CMI would have prohibited, among other things, knowingly
removing or altering CMI attached to a work and knowingly providing false CMI. The
provision ultimately adopted as Article 12 of the WCT, however, contemplates a closer
connection to infringement before a penalty may be imposed. Section 1202 of the
Copyright Act, which implements Article 12, was influenced significantly by the
international debates about the appropriate scope of protection and tracks the WCT’s
language. Read WCT art. 12 and §1202 now, and then consider the following cases.
Kelly v. Arriba Soft Corp.
77 F. Supp. 2d 1116 (C.D. Cal. 1999) aff’d in part and rev’d in part
on other grounds, 336 F.3d 811 (9th Cir. 2003)
[Arriba Soft, an image search engine, linked to a website containing Kelly’s copyrighted
photographs and created “thumbnail” images of the photographs to display as search
results. Users who clicked on a thumbnail would see the full-size image via a direct link
to Kelly’s site, but Arriba framed the full-size images with its own content. Applying a test
later identified as the “display” test (see Question 1, Chapter 6.B.1.d, page 405 in the
casebook), the Ninth Circuit initially held that Arriba Soft had infringed Kelly’s exclusive
right of public display. Kelly v. Arriba Soft Corp., 280 F.3d 934, 947 (9th Cir. 2002). On
a motion for rehearing, however, the court withdrew that portion of its opinion, stating
that it should “not be cited as precedent.” The court ruled that Arriba Soft’s creation of
the thumbnail images was fair use. Kelly v. Arriba Soft Corp., 336 F.3d 811, 815 (9th Cir.
2003). Kelly also asserted a claim for violation of §1202. That portion of the court’s
opinion follows.]
TAYLOR, J.:… Defendant Ditto (formerly known as Arriba) operates a “visual search
engine” on the Internet.…
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During the period when most of the relevant events in this case occurred,
Defendant’s visual search engine was known as the Arriba Vista Image Searcher. By
“clicking” on the desired thumbnail, an Arriba Vista user could view the “image attributes”
window displaying the full-size version of the image, a description of its dimensions, and
an address for the Web site where it originated.1 By clicking on the address, the user could
link to the originating Web site for the image.2
Ditto’s search engine…works by maintaining an indexed database of
approximately two million thumbnail images. These thumbnails are obtained through the
operation of Ditto’s “crawler,”—a computer program that travels the Web in search of
images to be converted into thumbnails and added to the index. Ditto’s employees
conduct a final screening to rank the most relevant thumbnails and eliminate
inappropriate images.
Plaintiff Kelly is a photographer specializing in photographs of California gold rush
country and related to the works of Laura Ingalls Wilder.… Plaintiff…maintains two Web
sites, one of which…provides a “virtual tour” of California’s gold rush country and
promotes Plaintiff’s book on the subject, and the other…markets corporate retreats in
California’s gold rush country.
In January 1999, around thirty five of Plaintiff’s images were indexed by the Ditto
crawler and put in Defendant’s image database. As a result, these images were made
available in thumbnail form to users of Defendant’s visual search engine.
After being notified of Plaintiff’s objections, Ditto removed the images from its
database.… Meanwhile Plaintiff, having sent Defendant a notice of copyright
infringement in January, filed this action in April. Plaintiff argues its copyrights in the
images were infringed by Defendant’s actions and also alleges Defendant violated the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) by removing or altering the copyright
management information associated with Plaintiff’s images.…
Plaintiff argues Defendant violated §1202(b) by displaying thumbnails of Plaintiff’s
images without displaying the corresponding copyright management information
consisting of standard copyright notices in the surrounding text. Because these notices do
not appear in the images themselves, the Ditto crawler did not include them when it
indexed the images. As a result, the images appeared in Defendant’s index without the
copyright management information, and any users retrieving Plaintiff’s images while
using Defendant’s Web site would not see the copyright management information.

This full-size image was not technically located on Defendant’s Web site. It was displayed by
opening a link to its originating Web page. But only the image itself, and not any other part of the
originating Web page, was displayed on the image attributes page. From the user’s perspective,
the source of the image matters less than the context in which it is displayed.
1

Defendant’s current search engine, ditto.com, operates in a slightly different manner. When a
ditto.com user clicks on a thumbnail, two windows open simultaneously. One window contains
the full-size image; the other contains the originating Web page in full.
2
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Section 1202(b)(1) does not apply to this case. Based on the language and structure
of the statute, the Court holds this provision applies only to the removal of copyright
management information on a Plaintiff’s product or original work. Moreover, even if
§1202(b)(1) applied, Plaintiff has not offered any evidence showing Defendant’s actions
were intentional, rather than merely an unintended side effect of the Ditto crawler’s
operation.
Here, where the issue is the absence of copyright management information from
copies of Plaintiff’s works, the applicable provision is §1202(b)(3). To show a violation of
that section, Plaintiff must show Defendant makes available to its users the thumbnails
and full-size images, which were copies of Plaintiff’s work separated from their copyright
management information, even though it knows or should know this will lead to
infringement of Plaintiff’s copyrights. There is no dispute the Ditto crawler removed
Plaintiff’s images from the context of Plaintiff’s Web sites where their copyright
management information was located, and converted them to thumbnails in Defendant’s
index. There is also no dispute the Arriba Vista search engine allowed full-size images to
be viewed without their copyright management information.
Defendant’s users could obtain a full-sized version of a thumbnailed image by
clicking on the thumbnail. A user who did this was given the name of the Web site from
which Defendant obtained the image, where any associated copyright management
information would be available, and an opportunity to link there. 12 …
Based on all of this, the Court finds Defendant did not have “reasonable grounds
to know” it would cause its users to infringe Plaintiff’s copyrights. Defendant warns its
users about the possibility of use restrictions on the images in its index, and instructs
them to check with the originating Web sites before copying and using those images, even
in reduced thumbnail form.
Plaintiff’s images are vulnerable to copyright infringement because they are
displayed on Web sites. Plaintiff has not shown users of Defendant’s site were any more
likely to infringe his copyrights, any of these users did infringe, or Defendant should
reasonably have expected infringement.…
NOTES AND QUESTIONS
1. Do you agree with the Kelly court that Arriba Soft did all that it needed to do to
protect the Plaintiff’s copyright management information? How do you think the plaintiff
wanted §1202(b)(3) interpreted? What kind of obligation to protect CMI should be
imposed on defendants like Arriba Soft?
2. Under the Kelly court’s interpretation of §1202(b)(3), what kind of evidence would
you need to establish the requisite mens rea? What constitutes “reasonable grounds to
know” about infringement? What kinds of allegations would be needed to overcome a
motion to dismiss a §1202(b) claim on Rule 12(b)(6) grounds? See, e.g., Leveyfilm, Inc.
Through Defendant’s current search engine, ditto.com, the user can no longer open a full-sized
image without also opening the site where its copyright management information is located.
12
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v. Fox Sports Interactive Media, LLC, 999 F. Supp. 2d 1098, 1103 (N.D. Ill. 2014)
(discussing this question).
3. Must the infringement in question be the act of a third party? In Mango v.
BuzzFeed, Inc., 970 F.3d 167 (2d Cir. 2020), defendant BuzzFeed republished a
copyrighted photo taken by plaintiff that had appeared in the New York Post, but without
the plaintiff’s original gutter credit. The court rejected BuzzFeed’s argument that it did
not satisfy §1202(b)(3)’s “double scienter” requirement because it had no reason to
believe republishing the photo would lead to future infringement. See id. at 172 (“The
plain meaning of the statutory language also encompasses an infringement committed by
the defendant himself. . . . In other words, a defendant’s awareness that distributing
copyrighted material without proper attribution of CMI will conceal his own infringing
conduct satisfies the DMCA’s second scienter requirement.”).
4. In order for CMI to be protected under §1202, it must be “conveyed in connection
with copies or phonorecords of a work or performances or displays of a work.” 17 U.S.C.
§1202(c). Would this language supply an alternative basis for the holding in Kelly that
§1201(b)(1) was not violated? How close a connection does the statute require? See
Agence France Presse v. Morel, 769 F. Supp. 2d 295, 305-06 (S.D.N.Y. 2011) (holding that
information need not appear on the work itself to count as CMI and that designations of
authorship appearing next to images shared via Twitter were CMI).
5. In 1996, Professor Julie Cohen observed that “some copyright owners may use the
transaction records generated by their copyright management systems to learn more
about their customers’ reading preferences.” Julie E. Cohen, A Right to Read
Anonymously: A Closer Look at “Copyright Management” in Cyberspace, 28 Conn. L.
Rev. 981, 985, 990 (1996). To what extent does the DMCA protect such efforts? Read
§1201(i), which permits users to circumvent a technical measure that effectively controls
access to a copyrighted work to disable the collection of personal information under
certain circumstances. Identify all of the requirements that users wishing to invoke
§1201(i) would need to satisfy. Does it matter whether collection and storage are disclosed
to the user? Next, consider §1202 again. The definition of CMI includes “[t]erms and
conditions for use of the work.” 17 U.S.C. §1202(c)(6). If a copyright management system
were designed to collect and store information about users of a work and their specific
uses, would that information constitute CMI? Just how much information should
copyright owners be entitled to collect regarding users’ reading, listening, and viewing
activities?
GC2 v. Int’l Game Tech.
391 F.Supp.3d 828 (N.D. Ill. 2019)
KENNELLY, J.: . . .
Background
There are four defendants in this case: IGT Holding, IGT NV, Doubledown, and
Masque. IGT Holding owns IGT NV, a Nevada corporation. IGT NV produces and sells
land-based games played in physical casinos. Until June 2018, IGT Holding also owned
Doubledown. Doubledown develops and distributes digital slot machine games. Masque
sells digital casino games and licensed art from IGT Holding.
A. Infringing games and artwork
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GC2 . . . has created artwork and videos for a series of wagering games, including
those at issue in this suit: Coyote Moon, Pharaoh’s Fortune, Lucky Lion Fish, Festival
Fantastico, Kingpin Bowling, and Wild Goose Chase. GC2 licensed some of its artwork to
IGT NV beginning in 2003 for use in the development of these physical slot machine
games. Although these games were successfully developed and deployed to casinos,
several disputes arose between the companies, leading to a 2007 contract . . . intended to
wind up their relationship. In this agreement, IGT NV retained a perpetual license to the
GC2 artwork used for the physical land-based machines the companies jointly developed.
But the agreement did not give up all the rights to the art used in the disputed games; it
expressly reserved GC2’s rights to its artwork for use in, among other things, development
of internet gaming programs.
IGT Holding eventually entered the online gaming industry, developing and selling
digital games through its then-subsidiary Doubledown. Specifically, Doubledown
operated Doubledown Casino, which offered online games to consumers on its website
and through third-party websites like Facebook. Among these, GC2 alleged in this suit,
were online digital versions of the six disputed games. IGT Holding also licensed digital
games containing GC2’s artwork to Masque, a third-party publisher. Masque’s customers
were able to purchase the disputed games for digital download or in CD/DVD format.
GC2 alleged that the defendants collectively infringed its copyrights by developing
and distributing the disputed games. It also alleged that IGT Holding, IGT NV, and
Doubledown violated the DMCA, which, among other things, makes it unlawful to
manipulate copyright management information—i.e., the material typically displayed on
or near copyrighted materials identifying their authors or owners. Specifically, GC2
alleges that the defendants removed or altered GC2’s copyright management information
from the artwork in question during the process of developing the disputed games and
then distributed the artwork knowing that the information had been so removed or
altered. . . .
C. Jury verdict
. . . [T]he jury unanimously found for GC2. Specifically, it found each of the
defendants had both directly and vicariously violated GC2’s copyrights in relation to all
six of the disputed games; that IGT Holding, IGT NV, and Doubledown had also
contributorily infringed with respect to all six games; and that IGT Holding, IGT NV, and
Doubledown had committed 696 separate violations of the DMCA in relation to the
Coyote Moon and Pharaoh’s Fortune games.
The DMCA violations require a bit more explanation. Among other things, the
DMCA makes it unlawful to (1) knowingly provide false copyright management
information in connection with copies, displays, or the public performance of copyrighted
material; (2) intentionally remove or alter copyright management information without
the copyright holder’s authority; (3) distribute copyright management information
knowing that it has been removed or altered without the copyright holder’s authority; or
(4) distribute or publicly perform copyrighted material knowing the corresponding
copyright management information has been removed or altered without the copyright
holder’s authority. See 17 U.S.C. §1202(a)-(b). GC2 advanced a theory of liability at trial
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whereby the defendants involved in distributing the online versions of the disputed games
would be liable for each instance the games were updated—and, as a result, reuploaded—
to a server accessible to players. GC2 contended that the evidence showed that there were
414 such updates for Coyote Moon and 282 for Pharaoh’s Fortune—or 696 in total. The
jury accepted that contention and found 696 separate instances of each of the four types
of DMCA violations outlined above. The Court accepted the jury’s verdict but determined
that these four types of violations overlapped and therefore merged them into a
cumulative total of 696 DMCA violations. . . .
. . . [The jury award on the infringement counts, including both actual damages
and disgorged profits, totaled $16,275,053.01.] GC2 opted for statutory damages for the
696 DMCA violations that the jury found IGT Holding, IGT NV, and Doubledown had
committed. 17 U.S.C. §1203(c)(3). The Court concluded that a valuation on the low end of
the statutory scale was appropriate and awarded $2,500 per violation, for a total of
$1,740,000 in DMCA damages.
Discussion
The defendants have moved for partial judgment as a matter of law on GC2’s
DMCA claims; for a new trial, remittitur, and/or to alter the verdict. . . .
A. Defendants’ motion for judgment as a matter of law
Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 50, a party who does not bear the burden of
proof may move for judgment as a matter of law on an issue at the close of the opposing
party’s case. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 50(a). If the Court determines that the party who bears
the burden of proof on a particular issue has not presented a “legally sufficient evidentiary
basis to” support a jury verdict in its favor, the Court may resolve the issue against that
party. Id. . . .
2. DMCA removal claims
. . . [T]he defendants ask the Court to grant IGT Holding and IGT NV judgment as
a matter of law on the substantive DMCA removal claim because, according to the
defendants, the conduct proven at trial is not actionable under the statute. . . .
a. Application to collaborative derivative works
The defendants contend, in effect, that the statute simply cannot apply to
collaborative or derivative works. They cherry pick language from district court opinions
that held, for instance, that “[s]ection 1202(b)(1) applies only to the removal of copyright
management information on (or from) a plaintiff’s product or original work.” Monotype
Imaging, Inc. v. Bitstream Inc. (Monotype II), 376 F. Supp. 2d 877, 893 (N.D. Ill. 2005)
(emphasis added). The defendants go on to note that, in this case, GC2 willingly sent them
the disputed artwork to be incorporated into the land-based Coyote Moon and Pharaoh’s
Fortune game systems that the companies were jointly developing. Because the artwork
used in the online versions of the game was the result of a collaborative process, the
defendants contend, it was not the “plaintiff’s product or original work” and removal of
copyright management information was therefore not a violation.
… [T]he defendants cite Faulkner Press, LLC v. Class Notes, LLC, 756 F. Supp. 2d
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1352, 1359 (N.D. Fla. 2010), for the proposition that removal liability is inappropriate
where a defendant creates a “different product” using “materials from” a plaintiff’s
copyrighted materials without attribution. But Faulkner Press … involved circumstances
vastly different from those presented here. The materials in question were notes taken in
a class taught from a copyrighted textbook. The court concluded that when “student note
takers simply took notes from [a] course and those notes were” aggregated for resale, they
did not “remove” copyright management information from the textbook within the
meaning of the statute.
. . . Neither . . . Faulkner Press nor any of the other cases cited by the defendants
stands for the broad proposition that derivative or collaborative works are categorically
excluded from protection under the DMCA’s provision for removal of copyright
management information. Indeed, the “original work” language on which the defendants
precariously rest their entire argument does not even appear in the statute. . . .
. . . GC2 presented undisputed evidence that it provided the defendants with
artwork for Coyote Moon and Pharaoh’s Fortune for use in the development of land-based
games, which was then used, in its entirety, in the online versions of the games later
developed by the defendants. The defendants do not contest that much. They do not even
contest that the artwork appeared without attribution. The defendants simply argue that
because they modified the artwork provided by GC2, creating a derivative work, there was
no longer an “original work” from which to remove the copyright management
information. That argument is wholly without merit and provides no basis to upset the
jury’s verdict on this claim.
b. “Pre-existing” copyright management information
The defendants’ final argument for judgment as a matter of law on the DMCA claim
is closely related to the previous one. They contend that . . . the relevant DMCA provision
only applies where copyright management information was placed on the disputed
material by the plaintiff itself. . . .
The defendants argue that because GC2 willingly provided them the disputed
artwork on a CD in a form not already bearing copyright management information for use
on the land-based game machines the companies were collaboratively developing, and
because it was the defendants who actually placed GC2’s logo on the artwork used on the
land-based machines, the information was not “pre-existing” on the artwork. As a result,
the defendants contend, GC2 cannot now claim that the defendants removed that
information within the meaning of the statute. GC2 counters that the CD on which the
artwork was transmitted also included a copy of GC2’s logo, which undisputedly qualifies
as “identifying information” subject to protection under the statute. See 17 U.S.C.
§1202(c) (defining copyright management information to include “information conveyed
in connection with” protected material, including “[t]he name of, and other identifying
information about, the copyright owner of the work”); Agence France Presse v. Morel,
769 F. Supp. 2d 295, 305 (S.D.N.Y. 2011) (concluding that information identifying a
copyright owner communicated near, but not actually on, a copyrighted image qualified
as copyright management information). GC2 further contends that it presented evidence
at trial that the defendants were contractually obliged under the parties’ licensing
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agreement to affix the copyright management information in question to the GC2 artwork
transmitted to them before it could be used on land-based games.
The Court again concludes defendants’ argument lacks merit. . . . Nowhere does
the text of section 1202 suggest that removal of copyright management information is
only a violation if that information was placed on the copyrighted materials by the
plaintiff itself. Such a reading would lead to the absurd result where a copyright owner
who contracts with another entity to manufacture their products—and in the process to
affix copyright management information—could not avail itself of the DMCA’s removal
provisions. The Court declines to adopt the defendants’ requested approach. . . .
B. Defendants’ motion for a new trial, remittitur, and/or alteration of the
verdict
The defendants next move under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 59 for a new trial
. . . and/or to alter the verdict on the DMCA claims. . . .
2. DMCA verdict . . .
b. DMCA violations
. . . [T]he defendants contend that the verdict should be amended because the
evidence does not support the jury’s finding of 696 DMCA violations. They take issue with
the jury’s choice to credit testimony that the defendants reuploaded the disputed assets
associated with Coyote Moon and Pharaoh’s Fortune 138 and 94 times, respectively (for
a total of 232 reuploads), and that each upload actually constituted three separate
distributions of the assets because each game came in three separate sizes—phone, tablet,
and desktop—leading to the total of 696 violations. The defendants contend that the
correct number is actually at most two or four DMCA violations—(1) two violations
flowing from the original game uploads and (2) zero or two violations under section
1202(b)(1) for removing the copyright management information in the first instance.
According to the defendants, because the reuploads of the games were substantively
unchanged from the previous versions, only the original uploads qualify as distributions
under DMCA. . . .
. . . Contrary to the defendants’ protests, the statute makes it a violation to, among
other things, “distribute . . . works[ ] or copies of works . . . knowing that copyright
management information has been removed or altered without authority of the copyright
owner or the law....” 17 U.S.C. §1202(b)(3). The statute does not only prohibit, as the
defendants would have it, the first such distribution; it forbids all of them. The Court is
satisfied, applying the language of the statute, that that the jury followed the Court’s
instructions and permissibly determined that the defendants committed 696 violations
of the DMCA when they uploaded or reuploaded copyrighted assets associated with
Coyote Moon and Pharaoh’s Fortune to servers accessible by Doubledown Casino users.
Drawing reasonable inferences in favor of the verdict, the evidence also supported the
jury’s conclusion that each reupload constituted three separate violations because three
separate versions of the copyright works found to have had removed or altered copyright
management information were uploaded. . . .
Because, as discussed above, the Court collapsed the four separate types of DMCA
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violations found by the jury into a single set of 696 violations, the Court need not address
the defendants’ arguments about removal. In other words, the preceding analysis is
sufficient to uphold the 696 violations found by the jury.
c. Duplicative damages
Finally, the defendants argue that the DMCA damages awarded to GC2 were
improperly duplicative of the copyright damages awarded by the jury. . . .
. . . Here, however, GC2 has not been doubly compensated for any single harm.
Rather, “because the Copyright Act and the DMCA protect different interests”—that is,
they create separate tort causes of action designed to remedy different harms—the awards
here compensate distinct injuries. . . .
NOTES AND QUESTIONS
1. Should every instance of preparation of a derivative work that fails to include all of
the CMI attached to the underlying original work trigger §1202 liability? Is that what the
GC2 opinion holds? Is §1202 liability being used to rescue the plaintiff from its poor
contract drafting? If so, is that result appropriate? (Consider whether a breach of contract
claim would have netted the plaintiff such a large recovery.) Note also that, while the GC2
parties had a prior contractual relationship, and the defendants clearly violated the terms
of the contract, many defendants in arms-length copyright infringement cases copy
aspects of the disputed works without reproducing accompanying CMI. Does the
language of §1202 open the door to liability in all those cases? If so, do you think Congress
intended that result?
2. In Fischer v. Forrest, 968 F.3d 216 (2d Cir. 2020), petition for cert. filed (May 5,
2021), the plaintiff had developed a non-toxic, natural spray to be used to clear bees from
hives so their honey could be harvested. Plaintiff called his product Fischer’s Bee-Quick.
The defendant, a mail-order business specializing in bee-keeping supplies, offered
Fischer’s Bee-Quick on its website using language similar to that on Fischer’s own
website. It later decided to stop carrying Fischer’s product and to offer its own product,
Natural Honey Harvester, instead. However, it left the product description language
largely unchanged. Fischer alleged that removal of “Fischer’s” from the copyrighted
product description language violated §1202. The court disagreed:
While an author’s name can constitute CMI, not every mention of the name does.
Here, “Fischer’s” is part of a product name; it is not a reference to “James H. Fischer” as
the owner of a copyrighted text. Nor is the name “[t]he title and other information
identifying the work” or the “[t]he name of, and other identifying information about, the
author of the work” as required by the statute. See 17 U.S.C. §1202(c)(1)-(3). We grant
that Natural Honey Harvester was designed as a closely resembling alternative to
Fischer’s Bee-Quick, and that the advertising copy used on Brushy Mountain’s website
and catalogue for Natural Honey Harvester mirrors the advertising copy that had been
used for Fischer’s Bee-Quick. However, what was removed was not Fischer’s name as the
copyright holder of the advertising text, but “Fischer’s” insofar as it was a part of the
actual product’s name.
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Judge Engelmayer provided an example to illustrate the problem with Fischer’s
approach:
Imagine that the back cover of the Ian Fleming novel Dr. No. contained the following
encomium: “In Ian Fleming’s Dr. No, Fleming shows his mastery of Cold War
spycraft.” Imagine then that a person lifted language from that review to promote a
different thriller, writing: “In John Le Carré’s Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy, Le Carré
shows his mastery of Cold War spycraft.” Whatever the other legal implications of
such conduct might be, it is inconceivable that a DMCA claim would lie from the
elimination of Fleming’s name. The expression at issue does not connote Fleming’s
copyright ownership of anything.
Fischer v. Forrest, 286 F.Supp.3d 590, 611 (S.D.N.Y. 2018). . . .

Fischer, 968 F.3d at 223-24. Did the Second Circuit reach the right conclusion about
whether “Fischer’s” was CMI? If the original advertising copy for Fischer’s Bee-Quick had
included the phrase “© James H. Fischer,” would the result have been different?
3. Review Question 6, page 876 in the casebook, regarding the interaction between
§1201 and the fair use doctrine. Should a claim lie under §1202 when the defendant has
made a fair use of the copyrighted work? In Mills v. Netflix, 2020 WL 548558 (C.D. Cal.
Feb. 3, 2020), defendant Netflix used clips from plaintiff’s video about the 2017 Fyre
Festival disaster to make its own documentary about the events. It reproduced a footer
that included plaintiff’s name and acknowledged the plaintiff in the credits, but it omitted
the video title that appeared on the website where plaintiff’s video was posted.
Characterizing the §1202 claim as implausible, the court dismissed the complaint. Does
that decision reflect correct statutory interpretation? How do you think the GC2 court
would have ruled?
4. Section 1203 authorizes courts to award either actual damages or statutory
damages for violations of §1202. Review §1203 now. How would you compute “the actual
damages suffered by the party as a result” of a violation pertaining to CMI? Perhaps
unsurprisingly, winning plaintiffs in reported cases have tended to rely more heavily on
statutory damages. Note that the award ranges for violations of §1201 and §1202 differ at
the low end. Does that make sense to you? Why, or why not?
Statutory damages under §1203 are for “each violation of section 1202.” Was the GC2
court right to count each reupload of the games to each platform as a separate violation
of §1202? Recall that in §504(c)(1), Congress specified that awards of statutory damages
are to be made “for all infringements involved in the action, with respect to any one work.”
Should Congress have included similar language in §1203(c)(3)?
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PRACTICE EXERCISES
Which of the following constitutes a violation of §1202?
1. An author decides to make her work available under a Creative Commons license. She
“attaches” the license to the work by embedding code that will generate the license
symbol, a short description of the license, and a hyperlink to the full license. Samantha
downloads the work, removes the information, and posts the work on her website. Does
it matter which Creative Commons license the author selected? (Review the descriptions
of the various Creative Commons licenses in Chapter 12.C.2 of the casebook.)
2. To discourage online news aggregators from linking to its articles and framing the
articles with their own advertisements, Bulletin Co. attaches metadata to each article that
specify ownership information and usage rights. According to the metadata, in-line
linking and framing are prohibited without a license from Bulletin Co. The Daily Times,
an online news aggregator, continues its preexisting practice of linking to and framing
occasional Bulletin Co. articles. The Daily Times leaves the metadata undisturbed.
3. The publisher of a newspaper removes the copyright notice affixed on the articles it
accepts for publication from freelance journalists (see Question 2, Chapter 12.A.3, page
730 of the casebook).
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Chapter 15. State Law Theories of
Protection and Their Limits
C. More Difficult Preemption Problems
Page 941. In the Practice Exercises: Counsel a Client, add the following at
the end:
3. In the hip-hop industry, artists market free mixtapes that commonly include both
new vocals and samples from other artists. Hip-hop recording artist Rick Ross released a
mixtape, Renzel Remixes, for free on the Internet in advance of the commercial release of
his new album, Black Market. One of the tracks on Renzel Remixes included a 30-second
unaltered sample from recording artist 50 Cent’s hit “In Da Club.” Ross identified 50 Cent
as In Da Club’s artist in the track list. 50 Cent sued Ross, claiming that Ross’s sampling
and use of 50 Cent’s name in the track list violated 50 Cent’s right of publicity. What
advice would you give Ross in defending against this claim? See In re Jackson, 972 F. 3d
25 (2d Cir. 2020).
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